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Time is an important part of life
The faster it goes the more we value it

The year of 2014 is slowly reaching the end of its influence. Time is such an important part of life. The
faster it goes the more we value it. At the same time, it is a precious commodity and needs planning and
alignment with our values otherwise we arrive at the end of a year with too many regrets.
The one gift that your child needs more than anything is quality time with you. I hope you take this gift
seriously over the holidays and create memorable moments. I often reflect on how quickly my parenting
journey happened and grateful now that I took the time and have few regrets.
At BrainBoosters we have had a successful year. Success for me is in the number of lives we touch. These
lives include the children, parents, caregivers, teachers, business owners, staff, our many sponsors and
community stakeholders. Thank you for taking hands with us this year to change lives in a positive manner.
We have lots of new and exciting plans for the New Year. Thank you for helping us this year and we look
forward to growing the BrainBoosters community even more in 2015.
LYNDA SMITH
CEO BrainBoosters
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BRAINBOOSTERS TEAM
The BrainBoosters team break-away breakfast at Roots

T

THE TEAM
EUREKA
VARSITY NEW WEBSITE
BRAINBOOSTERS
New Look & Feel for BrainBoosters
GREAT NEWS - BrainBoosters has a brand new look & feel. Have a look at our NEW website and let us know what you
think. Click on the picture below and experience the excitement with us!
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EUREKA
VARSITY
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Thuthuzekani Primar y School
BrainBoosters gave acknowledgment to the first school (Thuthuzekani Primary School) that completed the Catch-Up
Maths & Reading programme by inviting the team to a lunch at Roots. Angeline, the Grade R educator with 73 learners in her class was awarded with a BrainBoosters certificate.

Thuthuzekani Reading Programme Parent Evening
From grannies to siblings, fathers,
mothers and aunts alike attending
the 1st Reading Booster Programme
Parents Evening with their children,
took place at Thuthuzekani Primary School. They all trickled in to
experience the amazing and thrilling
work done in class with the Catch
–Up Reading Programme. Angeline,
with her colleagues; Ntsiki, Gcobisa,
the vice principal; Pearl Mosweu
and Mrs Moleko (principal), worked
together to prepare to deliver the
event.
Mrs Moleko firstly thanked parents
for their involvement and that the
staff at the school have invested
their hope in these children to
succeed and be proficient citizens
in the future. Angeline then said to
parents; “You know that when we
do BrainBoosters we play, right?” All
adults had to go outside, do obstacle courses, kick and throw exercise
balls at one another and play!
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They were then treated to “Never
Before Seen” activities that are
done in class that included; mathematics, building a sentence and
games, and also had the opportunity of seeing their children’s
capabilities in action. Parents
played assorted BrainBoosters
parent pack games practically with
their children and had a visual understanding of how to play games
when at home.

A parent commented that; his son
is doing more great things than
what he had expected him to have
learnt and that he is proud of him.
They filled in the parent feedback
forms and the session ended
off with kiddies leaving excited
because they took parent packs
home with them to learn to play
and to share great moments with
their parents.
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IN THE FIELD
LinguaMites - Changing Lives
Words from Meryl Baily - owner of
LinguaMites:

Here are some testimonies from the
cargivers:

We stumbled into this programme
almost by accident. Roughly 15
months ago we identified the need
to provide South African families
with resources and tools to raise
bilingual children (English and isiZulu)
and felt that the unique relationship
between a caregiver and the children
in her care was the perfect channel
to do this effectively. Just 13 months
later, training an average of 18 ladies
per month from around Johannesburg, we’ve been most touched by
the difference that the LinguaMites
-BrainBoosters programme is making
in people’s lives. Not only are these
parents happy to see their children
speaking an African language with
confidence and ease; but the nannies
themselves have been transformed
and empowered by the monthly
training teaching them not just how
to be effective Zulu teachers, but how
to spend quality time developing the
children in their care.

Sonile – With me, since I started
here to learn Brainboosters, I enjoy
all the lessons I have done here.
They have opened the mind of my
child to Zulu. He knows more and
more things, and he learns Zulu so
nicely. If I just show him the chart,
he shows me everything and talks
so much. So I like it very much.
(Sonile was the very first caregiver
to join the programme, and has
attended 13 consecutive training
sessions)
Prisca – I want to thank God for
Brainboosters, even more than
teaching Langa I have learnt a lot
on my own too. I have learnt about
character and the importance of
teaching children about money. I
didn’t know that children needed
to learn about budgeting, shopping
and planning before we go to the

shops. The other thing I learnt
is that we need to build a child’s
character – how he speaks and
behaves and responds to things
around him. It encourages me
a lot. I know that a child has to
learn things when he is young. It
is good for a child to learn things
like colours when he is young and
the child I looks after knows all his
fruits and vegetables too.
(Prisca has been doing BrainBoosters with the 2yr old in her care for
more than 1 year already)
Peggy – The BrainBoosters teacher taught us a lot of how to teach
kids regardless of their skin colour
or language that they speak with
their parents. I learnt that I can
teach white kids Zulu and the kid
I look after can understand and
knows how to speak some of the
Zulu words and I am so proud of
her. I am looking forward to coming again next year.
(Peggy has attended training with
us for 8 months and looks after a
1yr old girl who is being raised in
English, Afrikaans and isiZulu)
Patricia – I like this stuff because
when I teach (my child) I see that
she loves Shona very much. And
her mom has supported me to do
this and I like it very much.
(This past year we have been
translating Patricia’s resources into
Shona and she is teaching Talia,
age 1, her native language)

click here
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PLAY CORNER
ARTS & CRAFTS help to develop a child’s self discipline
Coping at formal school requires
growth in the areas of “self-discipline”
and “self control”. Developing this maturity takes time and input. Children
need regular concrete experiences
and opportunities to practice these
life skills. Being “school ready” is dependent on these and other essential
skills.

CRAFT:

“DO”
^ have structure, instructions and
questions / all look the same
^ has a name or title eg. ‘This is a…
^ often DO have restrictions and
guidelines
^ focus on skills development
“DON’T”
^ encourage freedom of choice &
expression

ART:

“DO”
^ freedom of expression
^ have parameters but no rules or
titles
“DON’T”
^ question, titles, guidelines or instructions
^ no restrictions of mediums, colour
or expression
^ doesn’t have to look like something
or anything

WHAT TO DO:
^ get your child to help you make
your own Christmas wrapping paper
& cards, tree & table decorations
^ make your own gifts: photo frames,
calendars, tissue box holders, fridge
magnets, biscuits and treats, stationery holders, paper weights, per-

FROM THE FIELD
Smash Block: Taking learning into homes
Project Literacy uses the BrainBoosters’ Play & Learn programme in their
Run Home to Read project, to take
literacy into homes in a mining settlement community, outside Thabazimbi.
Reading Champions are enlisted to
take the Play & Learn packs and books
into homes to engage with children
and their caregivers in activities of
reading and learning through play.
Since including the Play & Learn
programme, the Run Home To Read
project has been extended to run for
9 months of active engagement with
families, from the original 3 months.
The children are read to and told
stories in both vernacular and English.
This gives the caregivers and children

an opportunity to:
•
•
•
•

•

Learn some concepts in English,
which they may only have known
in their mother-tongue.
Extend the number of fundamental concepts learned e.g. 10
colours, 10 shapes, etc.
Increase their vocabulary with
more and new words – in both
languages.
In some cases, the Reading
champion is of a different mother-tongue to the family, and uses
the opportunity to introduce
some words and terms, in that
language too!
Gain more confidence and a
higher sense of self, to be able to
express themselves well, even in
front of an audience.
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sonalised stationery & notepads/
notebooks

HOW TO:
Create a “DOODLE CORNER” somewhere in your home – a place that
has unlimited access to a variety of
art materials: crayons, kokies, pencils, glue, paint, paper, scissors.
Encourage your child to go to this
creative area often and explore,
create and enjoy.
RULES: no drawing on: walls, floor,
tables, clothes or furniture. Clean /
tidy up when you are finished.
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JAN 2015 EVENT
Please RSVP your attendance

TEAM NEWS
Sales for Nov 2014

Total Sales = R364,383

Congratulations to the Top 5 achievers
in the various performance areas for
Nov 2014. We appreciate your hard
work and dedication.

Community
1. Hope Factory - E/Cape
2. Buffalo City Child Care & Development Association - E/Cape
3. Filigree Trading and Investments W/Cape
4. Leanne Stellenberg - W/Cape
5. Project Literacy - Gauteng

Corporate

Direct Sales

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eureka DIY Solutions - Gauteng
FH Chamberlain - Gauteng
FH Bertling Logistics - Gauteng
Forum Homini - Gauteng
Tshikululu Social Investment Gauteng
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Khanya Mayekiso - Pretoria
Lynne Newman - Fourways
Meryl Bailey - Ferndale
Myrlin Kyle - Margate
Leonie Jansen v Rensburg Margate

